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Municipal Water Tank Repaired and
Protected with ENESEAL CR
Problem:
This customer's municipal water tank was corroding and in overall
disrepair. Due to UV exposure, the existing coating was also delaminating,
causing further deterioration.
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Solution:
ENESEAL CR's surface tolerance and corrosion resistance (CR) made it
the easy choice for this job, especially since it can be easily brushed,
rolled, or sprayed on, as in this case. Surface preparation was also simple
with no grit-blasting required. ENECON's expert application team simply
removed all loose material with a high pressure wash and was quickly and
easily able to begin the spray-on application. With the primer already
incorporated within the product, this ENESEAL CR application did not
require a costly or time-exhaustive priming coat before application.
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Thanks to the rust inhibitor and elastomeric properties also incorporated
into ENESEAL CR, this solution will expand and contract with the
structure, so it won't crack over time. Finally, unrivaled UV resistance also
means that the finish won't feel "chalky" years later. This cost-effective,
turnkey application was completed in less than two weeks and will provide
unsurpassed protection for years to come.
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